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About This Game

IN THE 70 DESOLATE YEARS since the horrifying murders chronicled in The 7th Guest, the town of Harley has been
ominously silent.

Only when journalist Robin Morales vanishes while investigating the rotting abandoned mansion of the legendary toy maker
Henry Stauf, do events resurrect a malignant past.

AS ROBIN'S COLLEAGUE and lover, Carl Denning, you come to the ravaged estate to find her. What you uncover in its
decaying chambers embroils the entire town in a deadly legacy of madness.

WEAVING A FEATURE-LENGTH, powerfully graphic video through The 11th Hour: The Sequel to The 7th Guest, the
renowned developers at Trilobyte have created the most cinematic challenge to date. A wide array of games, puzzles and quests

cleverly underscores the time-bending, contemporary adult mystery. only the deepest horrors of the mind could spread such
terror in the night.

FEATURES

Fully Explore over twenty-two beautifully-rendered rooms with faster, smoother 3-D graphics than ever before.

Participate in a suspenseful interactive drama directed by David Wheeler, written by The 7th Guest author, Matthew
Costello, featuring first-rate actors and a new musical score by The Fat Man.
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Solve three CD's worth of diverse and perilous challenges.

Get on-screen hints instantly with the GameBook, No backtracking necessary.

Watch high quality, full motion video without any additional hardware required.

EVERY MOMENT is riddled with intrigue. Three mysterious women are your only guides. Will you find Robin and unearth
Stauf's fate at last? Or seal your own forever? It all must come together at The 11th Hour.
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Title: The 11th Hour
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Trilobyte Games
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 30 Nov, 1995

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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This game has been created and orchestrated with no real care at all.

The only enjoyment I've got from buying this is reading the positive reviews, these are hilarious, but only to someone who has
been exposed to the game.

Save your money.. wtf is this??
how is in my library??
the worsest game ever

. Fun and hard. Bought this with a 90% coupon, was worth it with that. Without any sales, not worth it.. Dear Dev,
You said this game is an open-source game. Why don't you post it in Github or IndieDB? Steam is really not designed for
teaching others how to do it. But one thing I am really impressed is you didn't use any game engine (If I am correct) to create the
game. It is pretty hard in my opinion to create a game without a game engine with one person.. kill me please. I'm going to go
ahead and cautiously give this one a "recommend" - it has a lot of potential. If the developers keep up with the updates it's going
to be a fantastic game. There's not a lot to do right now, but it kept me entertained for 5 hours - and that's worth $13 to me. I'd
like to see a map and a purpose for sleeping in your bed other than setting a spawn point, and the colors they chose for iron and
stone are way too similar for my old eyes. If you like this sort of game, this one is worth a shot.. This is a nice enhanced
variation of the old arcade game Qix. It's fun to play and well worth it's low price. Recommended!
. I've been following the development of Little Square Things for a long time; and it feels like a game from another era in the
very best way. It takes me back to the past of PC puzzle-gaming in all the right ways too with plenty of personality, and the extra
layers of polish and replay make this title well-worth a second look (or third, or fourth\u2026) Recommended for anyone,
especially if "BoWEP" means anything to you.
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NOPE NOPE NOPE!!!

JUST DONT BUY IT!!

Friend gifted me the game cause he doesnt know how money works!!

As i say in CAPS. This game is it not worth! No servers, no customization of your keybindings, no matter how high ur turn ur
graphics still♥♥♥♥♥♥
This has been developed by 13year old guy. Okay GG MATE but learn to make a better game. Still loads of buggs and nothing
gets fixed. Money ♥♥♥♥♥. Its not a bad game to kill a few hours with but wished I wated to have the next update before
trying it for the first time.. Enjoying the game. Reminds me of some books I read.. Want to laugh? PLAY IT!. You can barely
see your own, or anyone else's character (graphics) and the game is just outright laggy. My mouse can't keep up with the
character's movement and to fix the graphics issue, I needed to select a different intel/graphics card. Please do something about
this or I shall never see the light in this game again...
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